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The modern way to manage
Kubernetes at scale, anywhere
Unified cluster management across unlimited locations, with zero
drift, zero hassle, every day — for new and existing environments.
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Typically starting with devled DIY environments or

Kubernetes is taking over the world, 

becoming the de facto infrastructure 

for app development.

clouds, teams are required
to sacrifice that opensource flexibility and move
to management platforms
to benefit from support
and production-grade
scale and efficiencies.

And to reach its full potential,
containerized apps need to be
where they need to be: data
centers, clouds, the edge.
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IT Ops

02

But configuring and running 

K8s is not easy: more like a
thriving ecosystem of  
1,600+ integrations.


Devs

04

Why K8s 

management  
needs to 

change

Also... managing the core K8s 

infrastructure is one thing, but what
about all those application add-on
services that still need to be managed
separately? Especially as requirements
change and configuration drift becomes
a huge risk.
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But every organization and
dev project are unique and
most first-gen
commercial solutions out
there can be opinionated,
not supporting all
distributions and
integrations, or playing well
across all locations:
virtualized or bare-metal
data centers, cloud IaaS
and managed K8s services,
or the edge.
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Add-on app 

services

dev

dev

dev
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K8s 

Infrastructure

There 

should be 

another way....

INTRODUCING

The new way to run Kubernetes 

without boundaries

Unleash the power of open source without having to
compromise on enterprise-grade control.

Scale

to thousands o f  


clusters
Pre-validated

Unify

hass l e -f ree

and pre-tested stacks

across every laye
Decentralized policy wtih no performance
degradatio
Two-minute reconciliation loops
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Optimize

a pp auto m ation

K8s,

cluster

and en v iron m ent

OS and applications declaratively

Data center,
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managed with consistency

Single

From

New and existing

RBAC, self-healing to cost

optimization and mor

Zero-trust
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metal, clouds and edg
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access and hardened security


Profile Management

Integrations

Orchestration
Repository

Cluster API

Cluster Profile catalogue

Self-healing

provider
Helm charts
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Terraform


Import / Export
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Kustomize
Kustomize

CI / CD
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Authentication

Cluster Provisioning

DAY 1

SSO

Audit logs

Provisioned
Provisioned

Imported
Imported

Hardening

Governance & Policy
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Troubleshooting

Observability

Monitoring

Cost Optimization

Visibility

Operations

Backup access

Remote access

RBAC

Logging

IAM

Alerting

Cert rotation
Policy-based

rightsizing

Compliance

Support bundle
Health

Quota control

Conformance

Why Palette
Key features

Unified
management
across OS, K8s infra
and apps

Desired 


Current 


State

State

Full-stack ops

Declarative

One tool for any

beyond just the

management for

environment

infra

production scale

Kubernetes is more than
just infrastructure. It’s really
about all that open source
greatness on top of it that
your developers need to
deploy their apps.



Moving your containerized

We know every Kubernetes

environment to production


strategy is unique. And

is the big leap. And without

that’s the whole idea, isn't

consistent, end-to-end

it? But that doesn’t mean

management that takes

you need to waste time

into account your complete

with platform-specific

configuration, it can be risky

configurations and

business.



management. 



With Palette, it’s table

Just take complete control

stakes. Uniquely extending

of all your Kubernetes

and integrating CNCF’s

deployments with one

Cluster API, Palette's Cluster

solution: data center, bare

Profiles give you the power

metal, edge, cloud IaaS

to build repeatable cluster

and cloud managed

blueprints that ensure all

Kubernetes. 



Palette takes care not only
of the core infrastructure
layers of your stacks, but
also of any add-on
application services you
need to deploy on top. 

Curated by dev project,
pre-validated and pretested, from granular
RBAC and self-healing to
cost optimization. Fullstack comprehensive
lifecycle management for
production-scale
environments.

your Kubernetes
deployments are always

Existing clusters? Sure,

the way you want them to

Palette can manage it all!

be, with 2-minute
reconciliation loops and
self-healing.

Why Palette
Key features

A next-gen
architecture for
true scale

Multi-cluster 

multi-distro

multi-tool

Choice in delivery
and pricing

Scaling your Kubernetes
environment can be scary. It
can mean maintaining
multiple management
servers across regions, or
risking performance every
time you add another cluster
under management.



Kubernetes should be the
opposite of “one size fits all”.
Your internal customers have
their own projects and they
need different types of
cluster environments.



SaaS, self-hosted or
completely air-gapped?

Just let us know what your
requirements are and we will
work with you to deploy
Palette the way you want it.



Whether your strategy is to
run a small number of larger
clusters or many smaller
ones, across any location,
Palette gives you complete
peace of mind — without the
small print.

Do you have predictable
Kubernetes needs or you
prefer pay-as-you-go? 

With Palette, you are
charged on kilocore hours
(kCh) for your worker nodes
so all you need to do is
choose between ondemand flexible
consumption or an annual
subscription tailored to your
needs.

Our unique scalable
architecture unlocks fullstack K8s without dealing
with management servers or
risking performance, due to
decentralized, at-cluster
policy enforcement.

dev

dev

Bare metal K8s like any other cluster
Our industry-unique full-stack approach
BA R E M ETAL

Directly deploying and running
Kubernetes on top of bare metal
servers brings increased performance
and can significantly reduce costs with
one technology layer less to manage:
the hypervisor.

Kubernetes lifecycle 

management
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But it can be hard with “bring your own
OS” solutions, as you now have to
manage the operating system
separately to the Kubernetes stack and
applications, which can expose you to
configuration drift that can impact
performance and availability, besides
increasing the operational hassle.
With Palette’s Real Metal architecture,
your bare metal servers’ OS becomes
just another layer being managed by
Palette, with all the comprehensive day
0-2 features that come with it.

This is what true “full-stack” means:

everything automated and managed,
from the OS, to the K8s infrastructure
and add-on application services.
Unified management across all layers,
so you don’t have to worry about
configuration drift and things breaking
down.
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Server and OS
management

Unified lifycycle
management across the
full stack with a single
control plane

real
metal
Increase performance, reduce cost and
stop worrying about managing your
operating system and Kubernetes
separately.

Thousands of edge locations?  
o problem!

N

EDGE

Kubernetes at the edge
makes so much sense, but
can be challenging. With no
centralized IaaS-like
management, no IT skills
on-site and often unreliable
connectivity, conventional bare-metal
approaches won’t work. So how can
you ensure availability throughout the
lifecycle for a typical single-server edge
configuration? With Palette, it’s easy.
By extending our Real Metal architecture to 

edge locations with a failsafe A/B OS partition
approach, you can now run both containerized
and VM-based applications, without 

worrying about downtime during upgrades or
configuration drift. And with decentralized policy
enforcement, say goodbye to maintaining
management servers and say hello 

to unlimited scale.

Centralized, full-stack edge managemen
Risk-free rolling upgrade
VM and container app support
Remove complexity and risk with
a new “plug’n’play” edge K8s
approach.
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Technology and ecosystem
integrations

Easily integrate your favorite technologies to define how your Kubernetes clusters
should look. Choose from a variety of open source and proprietary solutions or
bring your own and let Palette ensure they always stay as designed!
CI/CD

ArgoCD

Flux

Service mesh

Istio

Linkerd

Consul

Authentication

Dex

AzureAD

Google

Security
Monitoring

Sysdig Prisma Cloud

Prometheus Grafana

SalesForce Fairwind RBAC

Vault

Cert

Falco

New Relic

Signal FX

Sumo

Logging

EFK

Datadog

Load Balancer

AVI

F5

MetalLB

Ingress

Gloo

NginX

Kong

Storage

OpenEBS

Portworx

Network

Calico

Kubernetes
Any CNCF

OS

NeuVector

Splunk Elasticsearch

Cloud

Citrix

Gluster

Rook

Ceph

NFS

Minio

Romana

Cilium

Flannel

MicroK8s

K3S

Openshift

Rancher

VMware

Tanzu

Pivotal K8s
Services

Amazon

EKS

Ubuntu

Red Hat

CentOS

openSUSE

BYOI

Flatcar

Linux

Amazon

EKS-D

Azure

AKS

Google

GKE

www.spectrocloud.com

